RUSH REQUEST:  □ International Student needing a visa  □ Early Matriculate  □ Other (explain below)

Applicant Name (as it appears on the application): ____________________________________________

Department: _________________________ Staff Sending Packet: ___________________________ Ext. _____________

Uploaded into GradAdmit:  

Required:  

□ Offer Letter  
□ Student Response  
□ Scan of Original Transcript  

*Do NOT re-upload Letters of Recommendation*

May be required:  

□ Documentation if admission exception (university minimum)  
□ Documentation if admission exception (published department minimum)  
□ Scan of official test scores not associated included in application

Physical Copy to GPS (MS-13):

□ Original Post Secondary Transcripts  Is this a final transcript?  □ Yes  □ No  

Was this a former Rice undergraduate, graduate or visiting student?  □ Yes  □ No

Is this a current or former Rice employee?  □ Yes  □ No

Professional Master’s Students Only:

□ Full Time  □ Part Time

Special Notes:  
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SID__________________

EID__________________

Physical Copy to GPS (MS-13):

□ Original Post Secondary Transcripts  Is this a final transcript?  □ Yes  □ No

Was this a former Rice undergraduate, graduate or visiting student?  □ Yes  □ No  

Is this a current or former Rice employee?  □ Yes  □ No

Professional Master’s Students Only:

□ Full Time  □ Part Time

Special Notes: